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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

Shopping Secrets
Going shopping with someone else is a blast. You get to look at the stores and all the
merchandise, interact with sales people, and offer your opinion with no regard to finance
or practicality. Some people like shopping with a wingman or wingwoman, while others
believe they can get more done as a solo act. I call the latter group shopping ninjas.
They move silently and efficiently through stores, stealthily making purchases and moving
on to the next venue.
It may be fun to be a shopping ninja, but I find that most people like showing off their
purchases, whether it’s coming home and putting on a fashion show or sending out
photos via Instagram. I have a relative who is a shame shopper. Whenever he goes out
and buys something for himself, he sneaks it into the house and then just shows up one
day wearing the purchase. His family is wise to him, but they let this idiosyncrasy slide.
Shopping is a great way to blow off steam, to celebrate, to make up for a
bad day. Unless you’re maxing out somebody’s credit cards, there should
be no shame involved.
I’m constantly entertained by research that seeks to get to the
reason of why people buy. Researchers ask probing questions about
price, retail sales help, country of origin and fabric content. But the
answers are meaningless. You know why people buy? Because it
makes them feel good.
Here at Formula4 Media, we like making people feel good. So we
selected five women, one each from demographic groups that are
important to sports specialty retailers: yoga moms, runners, CrossFitters,
team girls and active seniors. We gave each of them $200 and told them to buy what
they wanted. Then they had to pose for pictures and tell us about their retail experiences
and why they bought what they did.
The photos on pages 32 to 38 bring to life the fun these women had shopping. But
don’t let all the smiles fool you. They also provide great insight on what they liked and
didn’t like about your stores. In a nutshell, they liked knowledgeable non-pushy sales
help, innovative selection of brands and comfortable environments. They didn’t like seeing
the mix of typical brands in big cold environments.
Hearing their stories made me wish that I could have gone shopping with these women.
Here’s hoping that the feature story on pages 32 to 38 is almost as good.

Shopping is
a great way
to blow off
steam, to
celebrate, to
make up for
a bad day.
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Adidas RunBase May Be First of Many

L

ast month, Adidas
officially opened its
first RunBase in the
U.S., and the brand
has it sights set on
opening several more
in the near future.
The new RunBase, which is a
combo of a public space and a
retail store, was opened in midApril during Boston Marathon
weekend. It is located on Boylston
Street in Boston, steps from
the marathon’s finish line. The
RunBase is being operated
in partnership with Bostonbased specialty running retailer
Marathon Sports and the Boston
Athletic Association (BAA).
Called the Boston Marathon
RunBase, the 2000-square-foot
location includes lockers and
changing rooms. Marathon Sports
is in charge of the retail portion of
the RunBase.
The RunBase’s changing rooms,
lockers and showers are available
to the public so that runners
can use the facility as a base
for informal runs. The store will
exclusively sell premium Adidas
footwear (such as Ultra Boost,
Energy Boost, adizero Adios,
Supernova Glide and Sequence),
seasonal and official Boston
Marathon apparel and accessories.
The RunBase will act as
a museum of sorts, and will
celebrate the Boston Marathon
52 weeks a year with inspirational
displays curated by the BAA and
drawn from the organization’s
archives. Activities at the
location are expected to include
community runs, speakers, visits
from elite athletes, training
plan assistance and nutrition
education.
“RunBase is a one-of-a-kind
resource for runners based in and
traveling to Boston,” says Mikal
Peveto, global director of running
innovation at Adidas. “Adidas is
taking its partnership with the
Boston Athletic Association to
the next level with the help of
Marathon Sports to let runners
experience the best of our brand

and the spirit of the greatest race
year-round.”
The space will be filled with
exhibits and historic photos from
the past 119 years of the Boston
Marathon, including race bibs,
medals, trophies and jackets. The
stories of the Marathon’s history
will be displayed in color and will
rotate seasonally. Four interactive
screens across the space, known
as RunBase Central, will feature
key moments in race history along
with an archive featuring every
participant since the Marathon’s
inception. Interactive 3D gear
cases with transparent touch
screens will feature the latest
Adidas footwear.

“Adidas is taking
its partnership with
the Boston Athletic
Association to the next
level with the help of
Marathon Sports to let
runners experience the
best of our brand and
the spirit of the greatest
race year-round.”
MIKAL PEVETO, GLOBAL DIRECTOR OF
RUNNING INNOVATION AT ADIDAS

Customers and visitors can run
any part of the 26.2 miles of the
race route with visuals and terrain
that simulates every step of the
course on the official treadmill
For the first time, all race results
of every single person who has
run the Boston Marathon will be
digitalized and combined into a
single database for search and
interaction with RunBase Central.
Boston is the first of several
RunBase locations in the U.S.
in the works. As part of Adidas’
2020 strategic business plan, the
company plans to utilize RunBase
locations to help increase Adidas’
brand presence in key U.S. cities.
There are currently six RunBase
locations in Tokyo, Moscow,
London, São Paulo, Prague and
the Nordics, with several other
locations planned around the
world in the next year. O

The Boston location is the first of several RunBase locations in the U.S. in the works. Adidas plans
to utilize RunBase locations to help increase its brand presence in key U.S. cities.
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Q&A

Synergy for Wilson and Louisville Slugger
What the Industry Should Expect from the Merger of Two Iconic Sports Brands.
Wilson execs
believe that
the Louisville
Slugger brand
will enrich its
company
significantly.

Sporting Goods. “We believe Louisville Slugger will enrich our company
significantly, enhance our baseball and softball product offering at all
levels of the game, and ensure we are delivering only the best performance
products to athletes of every age,” he adds.
Wilson will market and sell Louisville Slugger-branded products through
its baseball and softball business unit. The company currently manufactures
and sells gloves, bats, uniforms, apparel, protective gear, accessories,
and player development equipment and training tools through its Wilson,
DeMarini and ATEC brands. Like its DeMarini brand, Wilson will market and
sell Louisville Slugger as a stand-alone brand, similar to how it is sold today.
Sports Insight caught up with Bill Kirchner, VP-sales–Americas, for Wilson
Sporting Goods, to find out what the sports industry can expect from the
two brands.
What, if any, changes will the team dealers and sporting goods retailers
who carry both Louisville Slugger and Wilson brands see in the near future?
While the Wilson, DeMarini and Louisville Slugger brands will continue to
be marketed to the consumer as independent brands, as they are today,
our customers should expect to see similarities in how the brands are
represented in their respective trade channel. We will have separate sales
and customer service teams focused on team dealers/specialty stores
and sporting goods retailers. Our sales programs, in store merchandising
initiatives and investments will be tailored to the needs of each channel.
Are you going to continue to use Louisville Slugger outside sales reps or
will the line now be carried by Wilson reps?
One hundred percent of the Louisville Slugger sales team – current field
sales representatives and sales directors – will transition with the brand. We
will continue to have Wilson Team Sports salespeople and Louisville Slugger
salespeople. Rob Piscetta, national sales manager–Wilson Team Sports,
will lead the new field sales team and Mike O’Connell, strategic accounts
director–sporting goods retailers, will lead the strategic account team.

T

wo iconic sports brands merged in late March as
Wilson Sporting Goods acquired Louisville Slugger,
a division of Hillerich & Bradsby, for a reported $70
million. Going forward, H&B will become Wilson’s
exclusive manufacturing partner for wood bats and
will continue to manufacture all Louisville Sluggerbranded MLB, Minor League Baseball, amateur
player and souvenir wood bats for Wilson. H&B will
continue to manufacture wood bats at the company’s
downtown Louisville factory. About 60 percent of
Major League Baseball players use Louisville Slugger bats.
H&B maintains ownership and will continue to operate the Louisville
Slugger Museum & Factory and Gift Shop in Louisville. H&B’s Bionic Gloves
division and Powerbilt golf brand are not part of the agreement with Wilson.
“The decision to sell the Louisville Slugger brand was a difficult and
serious one to make,” says John A. Hillerich IV, chief executive officer of
H&B. “The Hillerich family and those closest to the brand firmly believe that
a new business model is necessary to realize the enormous potential of this
brand in the future.”
Growing its baseball and softball business globally is a key business
strategy for Wilson, and H&B has created one of the most recognizable
baseball brands in the world, notes Mike Dowse, president of Wilson
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What are the positives for the sporting goods industry?
We are one company with a portfolio of dynamic team sports brands. We
can now offer a much more complete and comprehensive product offering
in baseball and softball. Our industry has seen a tremendous amount of
consolidation at the brand level and with the trade. Sports retailers have
become more specialized over the years and the acquisition of Louisville
Slugger reinforces Wilson’s commitment to the baseball/softball category
and those dealers that specialize in these sports.
Will both brands continue to be positioned as separate brands or will t
here be some merging of product lines?
The Wilson, DeMarini, Louisville Slugger and ATEC brands will continue
to have separate identities and broad assortments of baseball and softball
products.
What can we expect in terms of new products development from
both brands?
New products are the lifeblood of our industry. Wilson and Louisville
Slugger will continue to develop and launch new products that meet current
and future consumer needs. Our goal is to accelerate product development,
design and technologies within our brands and push the boundaries in
innovation.
Is Wilson still in an acquisition mode for other complementary brands?
Wilson will, as it always has, continue to evaluate strategic brand
opportunities. O
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Inspired by Paradise

Chance Poe founded
the brand Pavepara a
year ago with designs
she sketched herself.

INDUSTRY UPDATE

Shock Doctor and
McDavid Join Forces

Lewis Joins Mizuno’s
Running Footwear Team

Calling it a “merger” of two companies and not an acquisition,
two leading sports medicine
companies have combined to
form an industry powerhouse.
In late March, Shock Doctor
Sports and McDavid Inc. jointly
announced that they have
agreed to merge their companies, bringing together two of
the leading sports protection
and performance companies
with complementary product
lines. “Our mission is to be the
number one choice for athletes
around the world who demand
performance and protection,”
says Tony Armand, president
and CEO of Shock Doctor Sports.
Adds Bob McDavid, president
and CEO of McDavid. “This strategic combination comes at the
opportune time for our company
and the athletes we serve.”
Armand will serve as CEO
of the combined businesses
and McDavid will be chairman
of the board. O

Todd Lewis has joined Mizuno
USA as its global director
of performance running –
footwear. While Lewis will be
part of the global product team
headquartered in Japan, he will
be based in Portland and work
closely with Mark Sheehan, VP
- product management, running
division, and Dick Lyons, SVP/
GM - product divisions.
Lewis will lead the direction
of Mizuno performance
running footwear design and
development globally, with
specific focus on the Americas
region. He will develop talent
at Mizuno’s Portland Running
Center of Excellence. Lewis
joins Mizuno USA with more
than 15 years of experience
in the running business with
specific focus on footwear.
He began his career at Nike,
and most recently was global
footwear product director at
Columbia Sportswear. Lewis
was a five-time All-American
Track & Field athlete at Arizona
State University. He qualified
for the 1992 and 1996 U.S.
Olympic Trials. O

O’Keeffe Joins Pioneer
Intn’l as VP of Sales

Pavepara gets its name from the Joni Mitchell song “Big Yellow Taxi” and
the line where they “paved paradise and put up a parking lot.” But founder
Chance Poe says her inspiration came from the reverse of that. “There was
a spot in Las Vegas near a food bank that was a parking lot that actually
got turned into a Garden of Eden,” Poe told Sports Insight. “The parking
lot became a garden, so it was actually the reverse of the song. It was like
a dream come true.” Poe knows a little about turning dreams into reality.
She started Pavepara about a year ago with designs she sketched herself
and sewing knowledge passed down from her mom. Poe raised $10,000
on KickStarter and launched with some jersey Merino arm sleeves dubbed
“wings.” The brand has since expanded into tank tops, ponchos and scarves.
All the items are made in the United States. O
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Pioneer International, the
MA-based company that develops and supplies products under
various brand names and licenses
including Pioneer Sports Orthotics,
Reflex Goals and Trainers, Epic
Outdoor Games, Sportcraft and
multiple private label brands,
named James O’Keeffe VP of
Sales. O’Keeffe has worked for
Sportcraft, Eastpoint Sports and
most recently as the National
Sales Manager for Hedstrom.
Scott Cheney, Pioneer
International’s President and
GM, said, “Jim’s knowledge,
experience and strong industry
relationships with retailers,
combined with a broad spectrum
of product knowledge, will allow
our company opportunities for
growth and expansion in both
existing and new categories. I’m
confident that Jim will play a
key role in providing and implementing high quality solutions
and programs for our clients on
an international scale.” O

Foot Locker Partners with
Pensole and ASICS Tiger
Foot Locker is collaborating
with Portland, OR-based Pensole
Footwear Design Academy to
invest in the next generation of
footwear by fostering innovation
and creativity in the classroom.
Foot Locker and Pensole will
partner with ASICS Tiger on the
first initiative this summer.
Foot Locker’s first “Fueling
the Future of Footwear” course
is set to take place from July 13
through July 31. The curriculum
for the class-based competition
aims to deliver fresh, athleticinspired footwear through
Pensole’s “learn by doing” footwear design process. The brands
will work together to select 18
students to comprise six teams
with skill sets across design,
engineering/materials and business to create a new collection
for ASICS Tiger. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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Women’s Fitness Event in Year Two
The Running & Fitness Event For Women Promises More of Everything this Year.

T

he second edition
of The Running
& Fitness Event
For Women will
feature an expanded
trade show and
conference as well
as a tie-in with two specialty
retail groups.
The Running & Fitness Event
For Women (TR&FE4W) will take
place June 29-July 1, 2015 at
Navy Pier in Chicago. Monday,
June 29th will be devoted to a
conference featuring business
sessions and speakers who will

address the growing women’s
activewear business which
analysts say is now more than
$11.5 billion annually in the
United States.
“Over the past few years,
we’ve seen explosive growth in
women’s active apparel, footwear
and accessories,” says Beth
Gordon, VP at Formula4 Media
and the show director. “But we
believe this is still in the early

FIND
OUT
MORE

stages. Yoga apparel, jogger
pants and athletic footwear is
the perfect uniform for today’s
active woman as she moves back
and forth from work to the gym
to family life and everything in
between. This event covers that
lifestyle and all the activities that
are part of it, including yoga,
running, studio fitness, barre
sports and more.”
Featured Speakers on the first
day include:
Libby Gill, former head
of communications at Sony,
Universal and Turner, who will

present “Capture The Mindshare
and The Market Share Will
Follow.”
Another speaker, Erika
Napoletano, will present
“Unconventional Strategies and
Tactics for Today’s Business
Climate.” And Jim Dion and
Stefania Pinton will present
“On the Rise and Online,” about
women’s Internet shopping habits.
On Sunday, June 28, the day

before TR&FE4W opens, the
Independent Running Retailers
Association will host its first ever
Apparel Summit, a new event
created to help run specialty
stores grow the apparel business.
The Summit will take place at The
DoubleTree Chicago and is open
free of charge to all IRRA members.
Sponsors include: Brooks/
Moving Comfort, Handful, Ink N
Burn, Lucy, MPG, New Balance,
Pearl Izumi, PrAna, Saucony,
Sugoi, Tasc, and The North Face.
All IRRA Summit attendees will
receive complimentary admission

to TR&FE4W’s conference and
trade show. The trade show
has grown by 20 percent over
last year and will include such
brands as A4, Ahnu, Altra, Avia,
Brooks, CW-X, Eagle Creek,
Fila, On Running, New Balance,
Osmo, PrAna, Smartwool, Soffe,
Ryka, Soleus, Spenco, The North
Face, TomTom, Timex, Vionic
and Zensah. The trade show
will also host a Fitness studio

Retailer registration is open at: www.therunningandfitnesseventforwomen.com/registration.html.
Retailers with questions about attending should contact: Mark Sullivan at msullivan@formula4media.com or
Christina Henderson at chenderson@formula4media.com
Any brand with questions about exhibiting should contact Beth Gordon at bgordon@formula4media.com or 949-293-1378.
At press time, there was a limited amount of exhibitor space still available.
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on the show floor which will
include demonstrations, athlete
appearances and classes every
hour on the hour on Tuesday,
June 30 and Wednesday, July 1.
On Wednesday, July 1, She
Runs Retail, a grass roots
organization with the mission to
support, empower and mentor
female owners, managers and
leaders in the specialty running
and fitness retail industry,
will host a special breakfast
presentation.
On Wednesday morning July 1,
starting at 7:30 a.m., this group
will host a Retail Roundtable and
networking breakfast at Navy
Pier. This session is open to
all attendees of The Running &
Fitness Event For Women.
The She Runs Retail Roundtable
Discussion will consist of small
table discussions moderated by
women in the industry. Attendees
will spend 15-20 minutes at each
table discussing one subject,
then move on to another topic
of her choice. During the hour,
each woman will have the time
to choose three discussions and
network after they have rotated
three times.
Subjects for roundtables include:
• Dealing with “time famine”- a
woman’s perspective. Tips
and best practices for women
balancing working/small
business ownership and life.
• It’s OK to Make a Buck.
Financial goals and review are
often left on the back burner of
the busy female entrepreneur.
This conversation aims to stir
up this topic.
• Utilizing the Good Ol’ Girls
Club. How to embrace your
female network - hiring,
marketing, and finance.
• She Looks, and Buys, Like a
Lady. How do you use metrics/
measurement and style/
personality to differentiate your
apparel and store?
• No-Drama Mama Management.
Discussion will center on best
practices for hiring, training,
managing and incentivizing
the best co-workers for your
female owned organization. O
sportsinsightmag.com
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Lolë Is Doing Retail Right

A

big, country-style
table dominates
the floor décor
at the Lolë New
York City store.
“It’s the kitchen
table concept,”
explains Lolë’s communications
coordinator Aimee Ducharme.
“Just like at home where the
kitchen table is a gathering spot,
here the table is where customers and employees talk, exchange
ideas and just hang out. We work
out front at the table so we can
be in sync with customers, rather
than being tucked back behind
the scene.” Surrounded by collections of Lolë activewear, the
rustic wooden table is set with
flowers and knick-knacks as well
as computers and paperwork.
The table suits the store’s
cozy, friendly atmosphere and
provides a calm spot to escape
the hectic downtown SoHo shopping district just a block away.
The kitchen table concept also
builds on Lolë’s emphasis on
community.
“This is more than just a place
to buy some yoga pants,” says
Ducharme, who explains that
local involvement is central to
Lolë’s store philosophy. There
are, for example, Monday night
meet-up runs, complimentary
Tuesday night fitness classes,
and special events staged
throughout the week in conjunction with other neighborhood
retailers. An upcoming evening
of “Bootie, Beauty & Blends” was
featured when Sports Insight visited the store last month.
These types of gatherings, in
addition to the shop’s intimate,
cheerful setting help Lolë stand
out in a crowded women’s retail
scene. The clothes also have a
strong design identity; Lolë apparel is a unique mix of performance
attributes and feminine aesthetic.
The brand is influencing trends
and is worth watching as it continues to grow. Montreal-based
Lolë is a $100 million company.
The brand already has more than
20 stores in Canada and 10 in the
U.S. with plans for several more
to come.
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The Lolë store in downtown NYC is “more than just a place to buy yoga pants” and local involvement is central to the brand’s retail philosophy.
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COMPRESSION

The Power of Performance
By Mackenzie Lobby Havey

W

hen it comes
to boosting
sports performance,
athletes
are always
looking
for an edge on the competition.
Whether you’re at the elite level
or a weekend warrior, small
changes in training and recovery
can lead to big results in the long
run. Compression garments have
been shown to do everything from
decreasing fatigue during activity
to lowering blood lactate levels
after a workout, thereby aiding the
recovery process. It is for these
reasons that compression technology has taken the sports industry
by storm.
“Compression is beneficial for
all athletes throughout the whole
cycle of training and racing,” says
Suzanne Kerpel, marketing director for Zensah. “From preparation
before a race, during training or
racing, for recovery and aiding
with injuries, retailers have the
chance to share the benefits of
compression at each stage.”
With the chance to position
compression garments as solutions
for athletes across the board, this
technology only has room to grow.
Understanding the technology
and trends in the industry, as well
as the important selling points to
highlight, will assist employees on
sales floors across the country in
communicating the power of these
garments to customers.
Advances in Compression
While graduated compression
has been utilized in medical-grade
garments for decades, it has
also become standard in many
of the compression products
marketed to athletes. Of course,
the approach to this technology
differs depending on the brand.
For instance, the new Skins A400
Long Tights feature five different
fabrics, 24 panels, and eight select
fabric treatments. This product
also takes advantage of over 80,000
three-dimensional body scans of
athletes that Skins has conducted.
“Mapping the entire body for not

sportsinsightmag.com

Zensah compression apparel.

only BMI, but taking it steps further
and measuring the compression
benefits on active athletes, Skins
Dynamic Gradient Compression
was created,” explains Johnny
West, Skins general manager. “All
combined, the best performance
and fit in the category are achieved
by creating fabrics around the
results of our data.”
The blending of various
materials has also led to
advances in moisture wicking and

“From preparation
before a race, during
training or racing, for
recovery and aiding with
injuries, retailers have
the chance to share the
beneﬁts of compression
at each stage.”
SUZANNE KERPEL, ZENSAH

temperature control properties
on the compression market. “We
use a moisture wicking fabric that
is designed with two-way circular
knit,” says Dawn Ferreira, senior
product specialist for Zamst.
“The circular knit provides the
graduated compression for the
ankle to the calf.”
Skins’ approach is through the
use of eight new smart fabrics in
its A400 collection, including HeiQ

Adaptive, which helps cool the
body when an athlete overheats.
“HeiQ Adaptive is the first smart
fabric to mimic the body’s natural
perspiration and temperature regulation,” says West.
Similarly, CW-X also emphasizes
the importance of keeping an
athlete cool and comfortable.
John L.A. Wilson, president and
COO of Wacoal Sports Science
Group, makers of CW-X, says:
“We use a four-way stretch
Coolmax/Lycra fabric to provide
a cool, dry layer for the body
of all our all-weather tights, a
four-way insulated, wicking,
and antimicrobial fabric called
WarmStretch for winter wear, and
a two-way stretch support web to
provide support to the muscles,
knees, and core joints.”
Emphasizing that comfort piece,
Zoot focuses on the construction
of their compression garments.
“Zoot is extremely unique in the
marketplace because we make
seamless compression products,”
says Molly Romais, marketing
manager for Zoot. Put simply,
this approach to construction
increases comfort and reduces the
chance of an athlete encountering
hotspots and chafing.

Technology
and Design
Keep the
Compression
Category Hot.

An Increase in Options
Compression is no longer
synonymous with only socks. With
athletes clamoring for compression
solutions, vendors have answered
May/June 2015 ~ Sports Insight • 17
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the call via expanded lines. “The
support and recovery niche within
the larger compression market
is growing as athletes look for
more and more products to help
them maintain their active lives,”
says Jason Richter, VP-product
marketing for sports medicine
brand Shock Doctor.
“We try to stay focused
on providing optimized
performance for athletes during
warm-up, peak training, and
recovery, but we’ve also paid
heed to the increasingly stylized
running market in the U.S.,” says
Wilson. “We’ve added multicolor
prints and contrast stitching to
our collections and developed
tights, tops, and accessories
designed to make complete
outfits.”
Romais, of Zoot, concurs
regarding the uptick in products
with a more stylized look, saying,
“We continue to invest in our
recovery line, adding new colors
to the line-up.”
Part of the challenge in offering
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a greater range of compression
garments has been adapting the
technology to work from head to
toe. “Compression garments have
advanced in recent years with its
ability to provide targeted support
for particular muscle groups,”
explains Ferreira. “The products
have either been designed with
additional panels or particular
stitching that support the muscle
as it moves in a particular
direction.”
“We are working with new
machinery that will allow us to
create products very soon with
special ribbing and cushioning to
provide sophisticated pinpoint
compression in very specific
areas,” adds Kerpel. “This way, we
can help target muscle groups and
aid athletes in performance and
recovery even more.”
Important Sales Techniques
In order to effectively sell
compression pieces, sales
associates are charged with
educating the athletes who walk

into their stores. On the sales
floor, Ferreira says that the
key points to emphasize with
compression products are “the
ability to increase blood flow,
reduce muscle vibration, provide
warmth for muscles and aid in
recovery.”
Explaining the various uses of
compression garments is another
important aspect of guiding a
customer to the right product. “All
garments are not created equal,”
emphasizes West. “Performance
driven customers are looking
for a point of differentiation in
their activities, be it to have an
advantage on the course, in the
gym, or simply to recover faster
post-race or WOD [workout of
the day].”
Romais echoes this point,
adding, “Find out what the
customer needs. Are they working
out in these? If so socks and
sleeves would work. Are they
going to wear them for working
out and recovery? Then socks
work best. Are they going to wear
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80

them only for recovery? If so, a
recovery-specific product works
best.”
Aside from the technological
benefits that compression can
offer an athlete, an element of
comfort must also be highlighted.
“Comfort is key to ensuring that
compression can be worn for a
long period of time and retailers
should make it a point to share
that with their customers,” says
Kerpel. “Have customers try on
the product. Once they try on
a compression sleeve or sock,
they will feel the difference
immediately.”
Indeed, employees on the sales
floor should also be encouraged
to try these products for
themselves. When they can
speak from personal experience,
they will be able to communicate
the benefits of this technology
to customers first-hand. This
not only will turn employees
into compression converts, it’ll
also make for a more convincing
sales pitch. O
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A NEW
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The Under Armour
Stock Saber
Jersey features
breathable stretch
mesh fabrication
technology, vented
side hems for better
fit and comfort,
double ply cowl and
set-in sleeves, and
reinforced seams
with cover stitching
for increased
durability.
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ny discussion about the
sport of football in 2015
has to start and end with
concern over concussions and other safety issues —
and their impact on participation
levels at the youth level. Indeed,
that is on the minds of most
retailers, team dealers and organizations concerned with the state
of the game. Yet despite the challenges, football remains king of
the hill in America’s team sports.
“The state of the game of
football is good,” stresses Bob
Colgate, director of sports and
sports medicine for the National
Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS). That’s music
to the ears of sporting goods dealers who rely on selling helmets,
shoulder pads, uniforms and the
occasional goal post for a significant portion of their bottom line.
With the seasonal transition
from winter to spring, Spring
Football has brought renewed
optimism to retailers who sell to
youth, high school and college
players.
In south-central West Virginia
and northern Virginia, participation in high school football is
“steady, but not growing by leaps
and bounds,” according to Larry
Foster, owner of Spartan Sporting
Goods, Beckley, WV. By early
spring, 70 percent of Foster’s football-related sales for this fall were
complete, but he does expect
more orders between now and
early August. Football is his biggest sport from a sales perspective, but challenges are magnified
by a changing economic situation.
“The buying season for football
is getting later and later,” adds
Foster.
In south Florida, interest in high
school football remains strong
and the large number of high-quality recruits who play at all levels
of college football continues to
attract recruiters from all parts of
the country. But, the grassroots

programs that feed the local high
schools may be suffering.
According to Jerry Steuerer,
owner of Scotty’s Sport Shop,
Wellington, FL, the local youth
football program – the Wellington
Community Football League
(WCFL) – is roughly half as big as
it was in its heyday, which was
not too many years ago. He knows
because he’s noticed how his
sales to the league have dropped
off considerably.
“The numbers have been
shrinking in recent years,” reveals
Steuerer. “I bet the program will
have 400 to 450 kids this fall. At
its peak, there were 800-1000
players. I have been selling to the
WCFL for 20 years.”
More Options
While fears of concussions have
played a role in the drop in registrations, another big reason is
the allure of three outdoor travel
sports — lacrosse, baseball, and
soccer — that are in competition
with football in the fall. The south
Florida weather allows these
sports to be played year round
and now the sport of youth rugby
is setting up shop in many pockets of south Florida.

“Many youngsters who
used to play tackle football
are now playing ﬂag football instead. They walk in
my store to buy cleats and
mouthpieces,” but not the
higher priced helmets and
shoulder pads.
JERRY STEUERER, SCOTTY’S SPORT SHOP

“Many youngsters who used
to play tackle football are now
playing flag football instead,”
notes Steuerer. “They walk
in my store to buy cleats and
mouthpieces,” but not the higher
priced helmets and pads.
In Utah, interest in youth
football is strong and business is
sportsinsightmag.com

PLAN
steady, though many of the sales
to local teams won’t take place
until June, according to Scott
Ringger, owner of MVP Sports,
Spanish Fork, UT.

“I don’t sell too many
helmets because some
competitors practically
give them away. I’m not
in the business of giving
helmets away.”
BOB BENIERS, BEACON SPORTING GOODS

“I am selling everything that you
see on the field to my local youth
football program,” says Ringger.
“Players and teams are buying
pants, jerseys, cleats, footballs,
mouthguards, shoulder pads,
socks and every accessory that
there is.”
In northwest Ohio, sales to
youth football teams are the
backbone of the football business
for Dan Rodgers Sporting Goods,
Toledo, OH. As a source of revenue, football ranks right behind
baseball.
“Youth football drives our football business,” says Chris Frey,
a salesman at Dan Rodgers. “We
can sell everything in football —
helmets, shoulder pads, footballs,
pants, socks, jerseys, belts, water
bottles, and kicking tees.”
In the West and upper Midwest,
football is solid and steady.
“Year to date, our sales have
been strong,” says Brian Pepper,
sales manager at Universal
Athletic, Bozeman, MT. “Football
is big business and is a sport
that you now sell from November
through September, so it is always
in our sales staff’s arsenal.”
But, there’s one big change
in the business of selling football
— the buying cycle is much
different now.
“More business is being done
late, after July 1, when new
(high school) budgets become
available,” says Pepper. “This
sportsinsightmag.com

A Look at How
Retailers Are
Playing the
Game in 2015

puts a strain on everyone —
manufacturers, dealers and
coaches.”
Add to the late ordering the
concerns over concussions and
safety, and the challenges – and
opportunities for dealers – are
even greater.
“We try and educate our sales
staff the best we can on the
protective qualities of the product
we sell,” Pepper says. “I feel that,
for the most part, manufacturers
take this very seriously and are
trying to continually improve
their product. But, the risk of
concussion will always be present
because football is a collision
sport.”
In Georgia, the business of
selling football to local high school
programs keeps the cash registers
ringing for Howell McElroy,
owner of Fayette Sporting Goods,
Fayetteville, GA, but business
doesn’t really get busy until the
school year finishes in June.
“Right now, it’s too early to say
how strong football will be this
year,” he says. “But, typically,
sales are strong once the 7-on-7
summer camps get started. And,
then we expect to get orders for
helmets, shoulder pads, uniforms,
practice gear and accessories.”
In the greater Boston area,
selling football is an important
part of the business model,
according to Bob Beniers, owner
of Beacon Sporting Goods,
Quincy, MA.
“Right now, we are selling to
many of the semi-pro teams,” says
Beniers. “The custom orders for
high schools have already been
placed. But, most of the business
comes in the summer.”
For Beniers, the best revenue
comes from the equipment and
uniforms.
“Profit margins are good on
equipment because not everybody
sells it,” notes Beniers. “I don’t sell
too many helmets because some
competitors practically give them
away. I’m not in the business of
giving helmets away.”

Russell Athletic’s
Full Compression
Football Jersey is
customizable and
is constructed in
Xtreme Compression
fabric to provide
improved durability,
allowing for a better
range of motion.
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NEW PRODUCTS
1. A part of Xenith’s Pro Series
facemask line, the Predator offers
a sleek aggressive design suited
for but not limited to offensive
and defensive linemen. The Xenith
XFlexion Velocity shoulder pad is
designed for but not limited to the
skill positions and features three
Aware Flow Shock Absorbers
and lightweight injection molded
plates to retain the anatomical
form.
2. The Climalite Audible Football
Jersey from Adidas features a
100 percent polyester mesh body
with sublimated three stripe
sleeve decoration and elastic arm
cuffs to create increased fit and
comfort.

3. The smaller size of Baden’s QB1
football makes it easier to throw
and grip. The lace footprint is
longer, the seams are higher and
new leather has a better tack and
feel than previous generations.

heavyweight dazzle cloth shoulder
and yoke. It contains digital camo
printed spandex panels along the
sides, cuffs and neck.

4. Cramer’s classic five-pad
football girdle now has graphite
body composition, silver contrast
stitching and black waistband and
features integrated closed-cell
EVA foam padding with plastic
reinforced thighs, plus perforated
hips and tailbone.

6. Spalding’s new Alpha football
(MSRP $89.99) incorporates a box
stitch on the stripe -- known as
Spin Tech -- to help passers find
the stripe. The box stitch helps
spin the ball during release, which
creates a sharp, tight spiral. An
upgraded bladder and increased
leather usage helped maintain feel
and shape.

5. Teamwork’s Command
Digi Camo Football Jersey is a
versatile 100 denier heavyweight
tricot mesh fabric with dual ply

7. The Quick Ladder Pro from
SKLZ (MSRP $59.99) has no
webbing, which means no tangling
and its rigid, hinged sides and

IN 2001, KOREY STRINGER, A PRO BOWL

KSI Puts the
Focus on Safety
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offensive tackle for the Minnesota Vikings, died
from an exertional heat stroke during training
camp. Stringer’s widow, Kelci, and expert witness
Dr. Douglas Casa worked with the NFL to create
a non-proﬁt organization dedicated to preventing
sudden death in sport. Today, the Korey Stringer
Institute at the University of Connecticut is partnered with the NFL and companies with an interest in sports safety, including Gatorade, Camelbak, Kestrel, Mission and One Beat CPR & AED.
Sports Insight spoke with Dr. Casa, professor and director of athletic training, Dept. of Kinesiology at the University of Connecticut and
KSI COO, to ﬁnd out more. “The greatest risk
[for exertional heat stroke] in America is with sol-

overall durable construction make
for easy folding and unfolding.
8. The Speed Hurdle Pro from
SKLZ (MSRP $69.99) offers
adjustable 6-, 9- and 12-inch height
settings and each hurdle features
a highly durable base, low-profile
design for feet of all sizes and
bounce-back construction.
9. Blitz Clips from Baden Sports
are training aids designed to
attach securely to a facemask to
partially obscure a player’s vision
during practice. They can be tilted
up or down, and simulate the
visual distractions quarterbacks
and position players face during
game situations. O

diers, distance runners and football players,” says
Dr. Casa. “For football, the greatest risk is at the
high school level. Coaches at that level are generally better educated now. The licensed medical professional to care for athletes – the athletic
trainers – have become adept at caring for heat
stroke. Sadly, half of the high schools in America still do not have trainers present each day.”
Retailers can promote the need for the ﬁve pillars of prevention, says Dr. Casa: “Heat acclimatization, body cooling, hydration, education and
work-to-rest ratios based on environmental conditions. Many products can fall into one of these
categories. You also need to promote the presence of athletic trainers at all high schools and
large scale youth events.” O
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What’s Trending in Gloves
Pete Vitiello, Xprotex
“Comfort, durability and fashion.”
Rich Schwanke, Under Armour
“Gloves are one of the few
products that do not need to
be completely uniform with the
rest of the team. Players are
looking at gloves as way to
express their individuality with
color and design. In addition to
core team colors, we are seeing
great success with novelty
programs such as our Alter Ego
collection.”
Scott Linke, Rawlings
“With so many different types
of players (hitters), it is hard to
provide one common feature
as to what players are looking
for. These days it does seem
that whether a player is going
for a heavy duty, durable glove
or the lighter weight gloves, it
does appear that most players
are stepping out of the traditional
look and becoming more edgy
and flashy with their batting glove
purchases.”
Adam Franklin, Franklin Sports
“At the end of the day, the most
important part of wearing a
batting glove is that the player is
comfortable and confident at the
plate. With our custom batting
glove builder we have added the
second most important element
— style and fashion.”
Gary Bethea, Cutters
“Players are looking for grip to
help them perform better. They
are also looking for technology
that makes them lighter weight,
more form fitting, and more
durable. Customization and
color offerings are also very
important — players want to
match their uniforms and have
many color options to do so.”
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don’t perform and last.
“Gloves today are not the gloves
of even five or six years ago, in any
sport,” says J.R. Fabry, VP-sales,
Saranac Glove Company (Adidas
performance glove licensee). “For
this reason technology is just as
important as value to the athlete
buying the gloves.”
“Performance is key — does the
glove deliver what the customer is
paying for?” says Vitiello. “It must
be durable and look good and now
style is becoming an important
factor. If we deliver the first three
items, then price is not the most
important factor.”
“Delivering the highest
performing product is our
number one focus,” adds
Schwanke. “Fit and function
are non-negotiable. Design and
aesthetics will attract certain
consumers, but if it doesn’t
perform they will quickly lose
loyalty to your brand.”
That said, it certainly doesn’t
hurt to have some high-level
exposure for gloves to make
them attractive to young
athletes.
“Seeing what the pros are
wearing is always going to have
some influence,” says Bethea. “We
have seen that the younger the age
the more influenced they are by
what pros are wearing.”
Franklin agrees. “Kids want to
emulate their favorite MLB players
and wear exactly what they wear,”
he says.
Linke sees these pro and top
college athletes as starting a trickle
down effect in glove sales. “The
batting gloves worn by the top-tier
athletes tend to have an impact
as to what batting gloves younger
athletes are purchasing,” he says.
“However, athletes will tend to
make their purchasing decisions
based on a particular style, color
scheme, or price point.”

Selling Gloves Better
In-store merchandising
certainly has an impact on the
sell-through of batting gloves
and retailers that have made the
effort to showcase gloves along
with other sport accessories are
feeling the love.
“Gloves are a touch, feel and
try on before buying category,
so they need to be packaged
and stored in a location where
customers are able to try them
on,” advises Rawlings’ Linke.
He suggests that pairing gloves
next to other items to create
collections is another advantage.
“Offering discounts when
purchased with a bat or backpack
of the same brand or with a
similar color scheme could also
help increase sales,” he adds.
“The more options you can
provide, the better shopping
experience they will have,” adds
Franklin, who says his company
spent two years perfecting its
Custom Batting Glove builder to
accommodate the team dealer,
coach and player so that each
individual can get exactly what
they want.
The fact that gloves are now
used 12 months a year in baseball
and football adds to their retail
allure, says Schwanke.
“The glove category has
become a year-round business in
both football and baseball and
we are building our product lines
and launch dates to service the
athlete 365 days a year,” he says.
“The ability to service players
with different product throughout
the year creates an opportunity
for incremental business.”
Price points have also been
rising in the glove category
as technology makes a better
product. That’s good news for
retailers constantly squeezed for
margins in almost every category.

“As the material composition
and overall look and quality
of batting gloves continues
to improve, price points will
continue to rise,” says Linke.
“Retailers are challenged by the
lower price points for batting
gloves that might be offered
online; however, the in-store
convenience of being able to
purchase on the spot is worth
the additional few dollars the
consumer will pay. Not listing
the gloves as low as they may be
seen online will allow the dealer
to secure higher margins.”
Bethea urges dealers and
retailers to focus on product
education to coaches and
booster club programs, and not
necessarily on offering a lower
price than the store across the
street.
“If dealers focus on
performance attributes and then
educate their customers, they
will be able to maintain their
prices and hit their margins,”
Bethea says. “Dealers should
share feedback and reach out
to manufacturers more — the
dealers are on the front line,
and we can all work together to
achieve our goals.”
Taking Center Stage
Customization is becoming
a factor in the glove business.
Vendors have invested in
technology and manufacturing to
allow players to design and wear
their own unique product.
“Customization is absolutely
a trend in 2015 with no end in
sight,” says Franklin. “With our
custom batting glove builder, you
can now offer teams the option to
design batting gloves that match
their team colors and complete
the uniform look. Batting gloves
has always been the missing
fashion element to a team and
sportsinsightmag.com
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now we have provided that.”
Customized gloves are a rapidly
expanding business for Adidas
gloves, notes Fabry. “We have
worked with an expanding dealer
and retailer network to outfit teams
in both baseball and football with
customized logo Adidas gloves.
We have worked hard to make
the minimums manageable for the
teams and dealers and are now
down to a very manageable 48 pair
minimum for football and 36 pair
minimum for batting.”
Customization is a trend that
has been going on for a number of
years, points out Bethea. Cutters
offers its own BYOG (Build Your
Own Glove) program. “By offering
custom programs to their teams
dealers can offer something
different and unique,” he says.
This trend would not be possible
without new technology in design
and manufacturing.
“The batting glove category will
continue to offer the same trends
that can be found in the clothing
and shoe industry,” says Linke.
“Being able to provide added
protection and durability while
keeping the glove at a light enough
weight not to interfere with the
hitter’s swing is another area for
improved technology.”
“We are always developing new
ideas based on ongoing dialogues
with players at all levels,” adds
Bethea. At Cutters this means
technologies that make them
lighter weight, more form-fitting,
and more durable.”
“Fashion-forward, quality
products at affordable price
points will continue to drive the
batting glove business,” adds
Linke. He urges retailers to
package batting gloves to create
collections at point of sale to
help entice the customer into
buying them at the same time of
their bat or backpack purchase. O
sportsinsightmag.com

The Custom CFX Pro batting gloves deliver
comfort and performance along with some
personality. Players can customize it with
Franklin’s Custom Batting Glove Builder. The
CFX Pro is the most popular batting glove in
Major League Baseball. MSRP $49.99.

CUTTERS

The S650 Gamer is ideal for the player
seeking padding with the feel, grip and
dexterity of a high-performance receiver
glove. MSRP $54.99.

The Pro Classic represents the heritage
of Franklin’s batting glove line. Originally
designed by Mike Schmidt, the Classic has a
clean, simple and modern look that provides
unmatched durability. MSRP $49.99.

UNDER ARMOUR

All Star Catcher Salvador Perez using Franklin
Sports new custom batting glove website to
design his gloves for the 2015 season.

ADIDAS

UA’s Swarm Football Glove has a second
skin feel and and offers support and
structure. UA ClutchFit Technology
conforms and flexes for an unrivaled fit.
The GrabTack palm helps pull down the
toughest of catches. MSRP $49.99

The Adidas adiZero 5-Star 4.0 Receiver
Gloves have four-way stretch fabric and
deliver a compression fit. A 3D overlay and
TPU application combine for a lightweight
fit and feel. MSRP $45.

The Red Zone is specifically designed
to protect player’s hands from injury.
Lightweight, yet durable synthetic palm for
ultimate comfort, feel and durability.
MSRP $49.95.

The Mashr T features an ultra durable tacky
palm to ensure a no-slip grip on the ball.
Unique terrycloth thumb design to wipe away
perspiration. Easy on and off with Velcro/TPR
rubber wrist Closure. Improved performance
for whatever position played. MSRP $39.95

XPROTEX

The Attack is a top-of-the-line protective
football glove specifically designed to protect
a player’s wrists, knuckles and fingers. It’s
lightweight yet durable, and its tacky palm
gives you a firm grip. MSRP $69.95.
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Narrower heel
Roomier forefoot
Increased instep volume
More secure footbed

Hit the ground running in the
Kora, featuring RE-ZORB®,
designed to provide exceptional
shock absorption and energy return.

To see more, contact:
DEBBIE KRIVELOW
DKRIVELOW@BROWNSHOE.COM
314-854-2827
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5 OPINIONS

We gave ﬁve different women $200
each to go shopping for athletic apparel, footwear and gear. And then we listened
as they told us what they bought. And why. The
consumers spotlighted on these pages include
a teenage team sport athlete from Long Island;
a ﬁtness enthusiast from Massachusetts in her
50s; a 40-something New York City CrossFitter
with a new baby at home; a single mom from
New Jersey who attends yoga classes as often as she can; and a Jamaican-born long-distance runner who works as a personal trainer
in Manhattan. Five different women with
very different needs when it comes to
athletic apparel, footwear and gear.
We sent them all shopping with $200 (of our
money) to spend. They reported back about
their shopping experiences. While one of our
participants reached her $200 limit with just two
items, another was able to buy nearly 10 items
for the same price. Yet another went way over
the $200 limit and used her own cash to keep
shopping. They all have opinions about what
they want. (And what they don’t.) They are all
worth listening to. We think you’ll agree.

CROSSFITTER / MOM OF A 4-MONTH OLD

tania
Shopped at: Reebok FitHub. She bought: Reebok Nylux Capri,
$50; Reebok Graphic Tee, $35; Reebok Strappy Bra, $35;
Reebok Performance Glove, $35; Reebok Tank, two for $30.

“I was able to find quite a bit
within my budget, including a
great pair of pants, a few shirts
and a great sports bra. I was
hoping to find more apparel
for everyday use that I could
wear both at the gym and while
I’m out walking around the
neighborhood, such as a jacket or
a soft cotton sweater. I love the
Reebok tank tops I purchased.
They are loose fitting and a bit
sheer so they look great with a
cute sports bra underneath.”
sportsinsightmag.com

and play basketball,
but my favorite sport
is lacrosse. I normally
buy my activewear,
gear and footwear at
Lululemon, Dick’s
Sporting Goods,
Athleta or the Nike
store. I do not buy
athletic gear online.”
Shopped at: Dick’s Sporting
Goods and Nike outlet
store. She bought: At Dick’s
Sporting Goods—Cascade
PolyArc Lacrosse Goggles,
$55; Under Armour Shorts,
$25. At Nike—Pegasus 30
Running Sneakers, $70; Nike
Pro Tank, $20; Nike Dri-Fit
Shorts, $20; Nike Socks, $5.
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LACROSSE PLAYER / HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

“I run cross country

FITNESS INDUSTRY EXEC / RUNS, SWIMS, LOVES YOGA

nancy
“To be honest, I am not a shopper
at all. I go to the stores with
intention and I know what I want.
I buy my clothes everywhere from
T.J.Maxx to big box stores, online
and boutiques. It all depends what
I need when I need it.”

Shopped at: The Sports Authority and Marshalls.
She bought: At Marshalls—Marika Tank Top, $10;
Head Tights, $10. At The Sports Authority—Nike
Heritage Sack Pack, $18; Nike Pro Hyperwarm
Tights, $60; Nike Featherlight Cap, $25; Nike Pro
Bra, $35; water bottle, $10.

sportsinsightmag.com

“With yoga being my main form of exercise,
I normally prefer Lululemon. But I had a great
shopping experience in Nordstrom. The assortment
was surprisingly great and they were running in
circles to help me. I like the tops I bought. I like to
layer and I like tops with mesh details.”
YOGA ENTHUSIAST / MOM

sandi
Shopped at: Lululemon and Nordstrom.
She bought: At Nordstrom—Zella Win
Studio Layer Top, $64; Zella Streamline
Longsleeve, $48; Zella Z Tee, $32;
Zella Work It Capri, $64; Nike Pro Tank,
$28; Under Armour Fly By Longsleeve,
$39.99. At Lululemon—Sculpt Tank,
$58 and padded run socks, $14.
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PERSONAL TRAINER / LONG-DISTANCE RUNNER

grace ann
“Give me some more
options. There are
too many pinks and
purples. I am all girl
but prefer brighter
colors. They make
me feel more alive.
I want sexy stuff for
a gym-to-brunchto-dinner look. I
love more exclusive
brands like Michi or
Pilot because they
have a variety of
styles, more color
selections and sexy
fits and I don’t run
into many women
wearing them.”

Shopped at: New York Running
Company, Columbus Circle,
New York, NY. She bought: Nike
Epic Lux Tight, $150; Nike Gym
Vintage Dip Dye Tank, $40.
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TRAINING
SMARTER

HEART RATE ON YOUR WRIST

NEW PRODUCTS

A Powerf

MIX
Standouts in
Apparel and
Footwear for
the Active
Woman.

Nuu-Muu / Iris
The activewear brand Nuu-Muu was founded by two friends who were tired
of the “same old, same old” athletic apparel offerings. The brand’s exercise
dresses celebrate femininity with ﬂattering cuts, comfortable ﬁts and stylish
prints. They work great as layering pieces, too. Shown here, the Iris Nuu-Muu.
MSRP $75 (Nuu-Muu dress), $85 (Ruu-Muu dress with pocket).
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Just Live /
Cosmos
The Just Live
brand is based
on positivity and
“living life to the
fullest” through its
gear. Just Live,
brand execs say,
is an open-ended
statement that
reminds you life
is too short to
not just live. The
clothes are colorful,
stylish and made
with performance
fabrics. Just Live’s
Cosmos leggings
feature the
brand’s signature
Yolon blend.
The leggings
are fade proof,
odor resistant
and designed
to provide
superior workoutenhancing
compression, yet
be stylish enough
to wear virtually
anywhere.
MSRP $86

sportsinsightmag.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

Cozy Orange / Adler
The Adler Top in Optic White
is made of Cozy Orange’s
Serene Mesh and Revive
Eco Pro fabric. Designed to
be worn over a sports bra
or performance tank, it’s an
ideal item to wear during
chilly mornings. The tank is
breathable, lightweight and
easy to layer. All of Cozy
Orange’s fabrics are made
from recycled materials and
developed to withstand tough
workouts. MSRP $36

1

2
3
4

5
1. Avia / GFC Impact
A versatile and multi-purpose crosstrainer from Avia, the GFC Impact
aims to deliver a smooth transition from gym to street. Avia’s GELfom
Cantilever (GFC) system offers up cushioning and shock absorption.
MSRP $75
2. Ryka / Kinetic
The Kinetic is a low proﬁle performance trainer. The Fall 2015 shoe has
cushioning in the heel and a minimal and ﬂexible forefoot. The upper
features a combo of traditional support and the brand’s Phantom
Support, which are TPU overlays that create a lightweight armour of
support with little weight. MSRP $65
3. Icebug / Juniper RB9X GTX
The Juniper RB9X GTX (men’s and women’s) is designed for urban
and outdoor adventures. It has an un-studded rubber sole for superior
grip on both wet and dry surfaces. MSRP $174.95
4. Sensoria / Fitness Sensor Sock
Sensoria Fitness Socks come embedded with textile sensors, which
are soft, comfortable, durable and machine-washable. Powered by
proprietary textile sensors and a ﬂexible, lightweight Bluetooth-enabled
anklet. MSRP $49
5. Pearl Izumi / Road N3
The new Road N3 shoe from Pearl Izumi for Fall 2015 combines its
widest, plushest midsole platform with a foot-hugging 3-D seamless
print upper technology. It is a training shoe built to deliver performance
and comfort. The E:Motion midsole is biomechanically tuned for the
neutral runner. MSRP $130
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NEW PRODUCTS

Brooks / Streaker
The Streaker from Brooks combines color and trendy style into technical running gear. These
pieces get it right with their ombre prints. MSRP $85 (capri), $105 (tight).

Be safe: State-of-the-art

light refracting technology
provides over 450 feet of
visiblity.
Be seen: Trendy styles

and colors that fit HER
personality.

nitebright

™
™

Be safe. Be seen.
The NiteBright™ collection. Only by Empower.
Visit booth 228 at the Running & Fitness Event
for Women or call Christine at 800.704.5561.
empowerﬁtness.com
Empower is a registered trademark of Fitness EM, LLC
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Knixwear / FitKnix Air
Not your ordinary underwear, FitKnix Air by Knixwear have been touted as “magic
underwear” by no less than Cosmopolitan magazine. Each pair of FitKnix features Lycra
FreshFX sport fabric that is moisture wicking and fast drying. The garment’s Fresh Fix
Air technology is quick-drying, moisture wicking and antimicrobial. Designed for athletic
endeavors, the undies feature seamless bonded ﬁnishes that are invisible under the tightest
of workout apparel, and keep the underwear in place during activities. MSRP $20-$28
sportsinsightmag.com

Vionic / Action Tourney
The Action Tourney’s breathable, printed mesh upper is complemented by an action lacing system and
durable, ﬂex-grooved outsole. Featuring Vionic’s podiatrist-designed Orthaheel technology, the Action
Tourney’s insole has a deep heel cup and ample arch support to ensure comfort and stability. Vionic’s
unique First Ray technology allows added ﬂexibility and movement in the ﬁrst metatarsal. One of Vionic’s
most lightweight active styles, the Action Tourney comes in fun, eye-catching patterns that make it a
fashionable choice for an active lifestyle. MSRP $129.95

NUX / Courage Bra and Rio Capri
In addition to great prints, these garments from NUX have standout performance details. The
Courage Bra has removable cups and is built to be a fun, ﬂirty bra with a strappy back detail. Flat
lock seams offer extra support and added comfort. The Rio Capri has a contemporary rise and
a performance fabric made with Poly/Spandex. It also has a comfort gusset. All garments from
Los Angeles-based NUX are made in the USA. The brand’s tagline is: “At NUX, we measure our
success by the inspiration we are able to evoke.” MSRP $55 (bra), $62 (capri).
sportsinsightmag.com
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RUNNING BY
THE NUMBERS
58% OF 5K RACES
are run by women.

61% OF HALF MARATHONS
are run by women.

SEVEN OF THE TOP 10
selling shoes in the channel are women’s SKUs.

$11.5 BILLION
is spent on women’s activewear.

Monday June 29 - Wednesday July 1, 2015 • Navy Pier & W Chicago

GET YOUR SHARE OF THE WOMEN’S MARKET. REGISTER TODAY.
therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com
For more information contact: Beth Gordon, Show Director: 949-293-1378 / bgordon@formula4media.com

FOOTWEAR

Reebok True Studio Slipper

Vibram Alitza Loop

Jambu Yogi

Ahnu In Studi-Om

Ahnu Yoga Split

Lucy Ballet Grip Socks
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stride” by allowing a wide range of
natural motion for both feet and leg
muscles.
Brands like Blake Brody, a pioneer in the pilates footwear space,
get product to market and keep it
relevant through events including
trunk shows and exhibitions. The
brand’s environmentally-conscious
in studio shoes encourage stability, prevent cramping and protect
against moisture and irritants
thanks to a plasma layer on the
surface of the fabric in the shoe.
Meanwhile a unique arch design
is based on a mapping of the foot
while in motion. Ahnu is teaming
with Blake Brody for on-the-mat
footwear for its new YogaSport
line, which launches in July. “We
spent the last two years really diving into the yoga space and connecting with consumers to really
understand what is important to
them,” comments Jacqueline Van
Dine, co-founder of Ahnu. While
grippy socks and ballet-inspired
silhouettes definitely have their
place, “the next evolution will come
from performance brands like Ahnu
where the blend of function and
fashion will bring a more premium
product that is every bit as technical as it is beautiful,” says Van Dine.
Consumers also want crossfunctionality, according to Diana
Pickler, training footwear specialist at ASICS. “One consumer
may want a sock or ballet slip-on
specific for her yoga class and
then a lightweight studio-specific
shoes for her barre class that she
could also use to jump onto a
cardio machine afterwards to finish her workout,” the exec said.
The upper construction of ASICS’
studio shoes are built to mimic the
feel of a sock, while midsoles have
ground connection, flex grooves
for flexibility, outsole pods for
extra grip and midsole foam for
foot protection on unforgiving surfaces. Initially entering the studio
category in 2015 with a “head-totoe story of footwear and apparel”
including the ASICS Studio No-Slip
Single Tabs and Studio No-Slip
Compression Knee Highs, ASICS
has some “exciting additions for
2016” lined up, according to Janelle
Collins, product specialist for socks
and accessories at ASICS.
Well-Heeled Hosiery
While socks may have arrived
first in the studio space, updated
offerings are taking cues from
shoes. Lucy’s Ballet Grip Sock

has ballet slipper-inspired styling
and is strong enough to prevent
slippage in plank, but also provides
enough grip on the floor. “The
mary jane styling is cute and more
feminine than most grip socks that
can be hot and bulky,” says Keryn
Francisco, creative director of Lucy.
For Fall ’15, the brand will launch
Wrap Grip Sock II, which wraps up
the ankle, yet is tie-less. The brand
will also introduce toeless, ankletie and cozy sock styles later this
year to keep feet and ankles warm
during cold weather.
Kushyfoot Yoga Socks, marketed

“One consumer
may want a sock or
slip-on for her yoga
class and then a
lightweight studiospeciﬁc shoes for
her barre classs.”
DIANA PICKLER, ASICS
for “yoga, pilates, pedicures and
more,” offer a toeless option with a
gripper bottom for non-skid performance. Open toes and a non-skid
surface provide grip for balance
and flexibility. While designed to
provide a minimalist feeling, “there
is still enough barefoot control,
yet coverage for hygiene,” says
Ani Basmacioglu, marketing manager at Gildan’s Kushyfoot division. And while “the hygiene story
isn’t a pretty one, it is something
consumers are becoming more
mindful of,” says Joe Patterson,
founder of ToeSox. “With group
reformer classes, hot yoga and
crowded barre classes, you’re only
as good as the person who cleaned
the machine or floor before you,”
he said. ToeSox’s organic cotton
blends in socks provide a barrier to
germs and infections.
When it comes to studio socks,
according to Patterson, the two
most important components are
a good, grippy bottom and a fivetoe sock design. The grip resists
slippage, while the five-toe design
helps spread toes for a broader
foundation for balance. All-around,
“consumers are looking for high
quality footwear products to
improve performance during their
workout, whether that means
holding a plank a little longer,
being more grounded in releve or
settling deeper into warrior II,” he
concludes. O
sportsinsightmag.com

YOGA BY
THE NUMBERS
20.4 MILLION AMERICANS
practice Yoga.

$10.3 BILLION DOLLARS
spent on yoga products and classes.

80% WHO PARTICIPATE
are women.

38% WHO PRACTICE YOGA
have been doing it for less than a year. That makes
it one of the fastest growing activities in the country!

Monday June 29 - Wednesday July 1, 2015 • Navy Pier & W Chicago

GET YOUR SHARE OF THE WOMEN’S MARKET. REGISTER TODAY.
therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com
For more information contact: Beth Gordon, Show Director: 949-293-1378 / bgordon@formula4media.com

OUR EVENT BY
THE NUMBERS
130+ BRANDS
with the newest lines of apparel, footwear and accessories.

11 NETWORKING ACTIVITIES
to learn, experience and network with the industry.

8 THOUGHT LEADERS
to offer new ideas and tactics for reaching women.

70 OUTFITS
will be showcased in our ﬁrst annual Fashion Show.

Monday June 29 - Wednesday July 1, 2015 • Navy Pier & W Chicago

GET YOUR SHARE OF THE WOMEN’S MARKET. REGISTER TODAY.
therunningandﬁtnesseventforwomen.com
For more information contact: Beth Gordon, Show Director: 949-293-1378 / bgordon@formula4media.com
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TRADESHOW AUGUST 5 - 8, 2015
PHOTO: JASON FITZGIBBON

SALT PALACE CONVENTION CENTER, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

OPEN AIR DEMO AUGUST 4, 2015
PINEVIEW RESERVOIR, UTAH
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OUTDOOR INSIGHT PROFILES THE RETAILERS WHO ARE
PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF OUTDOOR SPECIALTY
In-depth coverage will include key facts and ﬁgures,
interviews, shopping experiences and more.

Contact Jeff Nott, Publisher, 516-305-4711 jnott@formula4media.com
or your Formula4media account representative

MARKETING

A Matter of
Relatability
Brands Aim to
Craft Authentic
Messages to
Reach Female

Consumers.
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By Daniel P. Smith

L

ast February,
Soffe launched
its “Strength Is In
Us” campaign, the
culmination of a
nearly year-long
effort in which the
North Carolina-based athletic
apparel company investigated
distinct ways it might better
connect with its core consumer,
particularly young women.
“We saw a lot of sameness and
a lot of marketing across the
active market in general glorifying the individual athlete, but we
thought there was more to this,”
Soffe director of marketing Paul
Anderson says.
The company’s Spring 2015
relaunch went against individual
exaltation in favor of celebrating
the collective. Honing in on the inspiration female consumers draw
from a group, Soffe’s “Strength Is
In Us” campaign features women
side-by-side — doing yoga, conquering crunches and running
stride for stride. The campaign’s
imagery, Anderson says, “isn’t

staged or overly produced, but
authentic,” a move aimed at
positioning Soffe as genuine and
approachable.
“Being relatable today is what
is expected from the consumer,”
Anderson says. “It makes sense for
us to be more inclusive and real.”
Indeed, relatability, particularly
among female consumers, has
garnered increasing importance
in today’s sports marketplace.
According to a survey conducted
by global market research agency
Toluna, 73 percent of women do
not relate to the advertisements
of most athletic apparel brands,
a reality that certainly makes selling product and forging sincere
connections with female consumers a challenge. (Of additional
note, a 2010 study by Kansas
State University found that
women ages 30-59 – a massive
consumer group for the female
sporting goods marketplace –
show a preference for fashion
models more closely resembling
their age group.)
Brian Honigman, a Brooklyn,
NY-based marketing consultant
who has worked with top con-

sumer brands to develop relatable content, says relatability is
what helps a brand’s messaging
stand out in an increasingly competitive and noisy marketplace.
“You need to understand your
audience, how the product helps
them overcome their daily challenges and then articulate that in
a relatable way,” Honigman says.
“When the marketing doesn’t
resonate with [consumers], then
they’re less likely to take action.”
Though Honigman feels many
companies tout the importance of
relatability, he says many struggle
in the execution because they fail
to fully embrace the principles
they are trying to establish.
“It’s a big trend now to say that
your organization is authentic,
transparent and that it understands the needs of its customers
and employees, but if you don’t
truly invest in those things, if
you’re saying one thing and doing
another, then your message is
quickly diluted,” Honigman says.
Under Armour senior VP-brand
marketing Adrienne Lofton calls
relatability one of the most critical factors for success in today’s
sportsinsightmag.com

Moving Comfort strives to
be authentic in its imagery.

Soffe celebrates a
collective spirit rather
than the individual.

Under Armour imagery featuring ballerina Misty Copeland

athletic marketplace. She says it
is her team’s role to know the innermost needs of its target female
customers and to translate that
understanding into appropriate
communications.
“We believe in shedding new
light on the important aspects of
her life and how we can make it
easier or better for her,” Lofton
says. “Our goal is to hear her say,
‘This brand gets me.’”
The company’s “I Will What I
Want” campaign, launched last
year, sparked rich conversation
around the words “female” and
“athlete,” Lofton says. Realizing
that many women who started
wearing Under Armour as team
sport athletes had transitioned
into new endeavors – from running road races to practicing
yoga – and cognizant of the wider
shift into wearing athletic apparel
outside of ﬁtness pursuits, Under
Armour celebrated the diversity of
female athletes in the world.
“These are women who are
unapologetic and [who] use their
will to achieve the things that are
important to them in all facets of
their lives,” Lofton says. “We be-
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lieve this is a message universal to
women across backgrounds.”
Like Under Armour, Brooks
Sports’ sister company Moving
Comfort has focused on relatability to forge deeper connections
with female consumers. The company, which specializes in sports
bras, has emphasized POP and
imagery with women of all shapes
and sizes in authentic environments, pairing those shots with
copy that supports each female’s
inner beauty, shapes and curves.
“We strive to embody all the
amazing qualities women have and
play to her strengths with optimism and conﬁdence and by being
inclusive, inviting, embracing,
perceptive and ingenious,” says
director of apparel merchandising
Michelle Ave.
Moving Comfort has used social
media to stay connected to the conversation and continues leveraging
the hundreds of ﬁt events it sponsors as an opportunity to interact,
educate and share experiences with
women in a real-world setting.
“Every connection point is an
opportunity to inspire women and
at the same time share the core of

who we are as a brand,” Ave says.
It’s a similar spirit that guides
Soffe, which continues the optimistic roll out of its “Strength Is In
Us” campaign. In recent months,
the company has revamped all of
its social media pages to create
sources of inspiration and motivation, Anderson says, including an
“anti-selﬁe” campaign that encouraged women to ﬂip the camera
around and share images of the
individuals who provide them
strength and encouragement.
Popular ﬁtness and beauty
blogger Mina Slater praised Soffe’s
“Strength Is In Us” campaign and
its empowering theme.
“Knowing [its] message and that
Soffe gets us as women drives me
to support the brand even more,”
Slater wrote in March.
Sentiments like that, Anderson
notes, are marketing gold and
spotlight the power of relatability
in today’s world.
“By showing women we understand who they are, the challenges they face and the ambitions
they have, the hope is that they
become authentic and loyal brand
fans,” he says. O

“We strive to
embody all the
amazing qualities
women have and
play to her
strengths with
optimism.”
MICHELLE AVE, BROOKS
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Are you connected to Sports Insight online?
Hook up with us on social media and you can stay in
touch with our news updates and trendspotting finds
on a daily basis. We are on twitter @sports_insight,
on Facebook at facebook.com/sportsinsight and we
have a blog at InsideInsightBlog.com.

Campaigning Season
Here is a glimpse of some video campaigns catching our eye recently. To view the below videos, visit our blog: InsideInsightBlog.com

i

INSIDEINSIGHTBLOG.COM

NIKE GETS REAL
Nike Gets Real with Inner Thoughts.
Nike kicks off what it is calling its biggest
women’s marketing campaign ever with
an “Inner Thoughts” video that resonates
in an authentic way. The clip focuses on
female consumers in action during workouts
with their inner voices offering up amusing
observations and feelings ranging from doubt
and sarcasm to belief and strength. The
idea is to “don’t let you stop you” and the
marketing utilizes the hashtag: #betterforit.

i
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SKECHERS CRACKS JOKES
Skechers and Matt Kuchar crack us up.
The “Golf Tips with Matt Kuchar” series of
videos on YouTube includes this humorous bit
where Kuchar attempts to change his look with
a ﬂamboyant wardrobe. The wardrobes don’t
hit the mark, but the video afﬁrms that he
loves his Skechers Go Golf shoes.

i
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SAUCONY’S SEEKERS
Saucony Expands on #ﬁndyourstrong.
Every runner is seeking something, whether
it’s to ﬁnish their ﬁrst 10K, run a faster time
or just earn a guilt-free beer. Saucony builds
off of this in its new campaign that aims to
connect with what consumers are “seeking”
when they go out for a run. The campaign will
tell the stories of real people, who they are and
what it is they seek when they run.

i
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FOOT LOCKER’S FUN STUFF
Foot Locker Jokes with Joakim.
The Kids Foot Locker x Adidas video spots
featuring Chicago Bulls star Joakim Noah
include episodes of “Joakim Noah Says the
Joakimiest Things to Kids.” Sufﬁce it to say,
Noah has some interesting conversations with
kids in this web series of videos promoting
Adidas and Kids Foot Locker.
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